prophets, and in the psalms" had to be fulfilled. In this passage, reading as we must from the perspective of the "New" Testament looking at the "Old" one, we naturally understand the reference to be to the entire Hebrew Bible, so "psalms," it is often argued, is a way of referring to all of the Hagiographa. This understanding is especially plausible insofar as the Jerusalem scene described in Luke 24:44 is the second such scene in this chapter; and in the first one, where Jesus explains more or less the same things, Luke says he did so on the basis of "all the scriptures beginning with Moses and with all the prophets" (24:27). Since speaking about "all the scriptures" only "begins" with discussion of Moses and the prophets, it is evident that there are other scriptures too. Thus, since the scene at v. 44 is referring back to the one at v. 27, it seems that the reference in v. 44 to "the psalms" is another way to say "in all the other scriptures," that is, it means either "in all the other scriptures apart from Moses and the prophets" or, as we might say, "in all the Hagiographa, alongside the writings of Moses and the Prophets." As noted, given the fact that Psalms is the first and largest book of the Hagiographa, such usage would not be surprising.
1
The third text to discuss in this context will bring us back to the second century BCE, and also to Qumran. Namely, in the third section of Miqṣ at Maʿaśe Ha-Torah, nearing his conclusion, the author states at C 9-11 that he has composed the letter so that the addressee may consider (that which is written) "in the book of Moses, and in 27 into an inclusive category: "in every part of Scripture" (p. 1553). But this requires turning "all" into "every," adding "part," and turning "writings" (lower-case and plural) into Scripture. That's a lot of changes in four simple words (ἐν πάσαις τᾶις γράφεις).
